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CARRIER FOR CYLINDRICAL ARTICLES locking tabs 22 are hinged to the end edges of the bot 
tom wall 14 along the fold lines 23. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION The ?aps 20 and 22 have openings 24 formed therein 
1_ Field of the Invention to receive the ends of the articles T. 
This invention relates to carrier cartons and, more 5 , As best seen in F 1,68‘ 3 thrfaugh 5 “9b of said 109k‘ 

particularly to carrier cartons for packaging of cylindri_ mg ?aps 20 and 22 is folded inwardly into the carner 
cal articles’ Such as glass tumble“ toward the wall from which it extends and occupies a 

2_ The prior Art plane which is angularly related to said wall. 
The prior art relating to the subject matter of the A map 26 bndges each of the opehlhgs 24 and ex‘ 

present invention is best exempli?ed by us. Letters 10 tends from a terminal fold line 27 to a terminal fold line 
pat No, 3,593,302 to’ William w_ Nowak (Class 28. The line 27 being located in the walls 12 or 14, 
229/28R). The present invention eliminates the central respectively and being spaced from the respective fold 
support panel of Nowak and improves article retaining lines 21 or 23. The terminal fold line 28 is positioned in 
characteristics of the carrier. The present carrier has a the flaps 20 and 22 
strap bridging each of the article retaining openings in 15 Each of the straps 26 is provided with an intermediate 
the locking flaps to provide positive means preventing fold line 29 defining a tab 30 and Separating it fmm the 
collapse of the locking flaps and to improve the angular remainder of the Strap 26 
relationship between the flaps and the walls of the car- As best seen in FIG. 5, when the locking flaps 20 and 
rier thus eliminating malfunctioning of the ?aps. The 22 are folded inwardly along the fold lines 21 and 23, 
present construction securely retains the articles in the 20 respectively, the straps 26 are placed in contacting rela 
carrier. tionship with the respective walls: 12 or 14. The tab 30 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION is folded at right angles to the remainder of the strap 26 
and extends normal to the respective wall 12 or 14. 

Generally, a sleeve type carrier carton is formed with 25 Article T is received in the opening 24 and retained in 
article locking flaps which are folded with respect to the carrier by the locking ?aps 20 and 22. The straps 26 
the carrier. The flaps have angularly related straps and the tabs 30 prevent collapse of the flaps 20 and 22 
which improve the article retaining function of the thus securing the article T within the carrier 10. 
?aps- We claim: 

DRAWING 30 1. A carrier for at least a pair of cylindrical articles, 
FIG 1 is a plan View of a paperboard blank scored such as glass tumblers or the like, said carrier being 

and cut to form the carrier of the present invention; fumed fmm a e“t_a_hd Scored blank 0f Paperboard 01' 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the carrier‘ of the the hke and e°mPT1S1n8= _ ‘ _ _ 

present invention in the form of a sleeve open at its (a) tOP, bottom and slde Walls hl?gedly Intercoll 
ends; 35 nected to form a sleeve open at its ends; 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the carrier similar to 0’) locking ?ifps foldably extending f1‘ 0111 both end 

FIG. 2 but showing the sleeve with partially closed edges of S316 t0P and bottom Walls and having 
ends; ‘ openings formed therein to receive the ends of said 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a completed carrier; articles‘; 

and 40 (c) each of said locking flaps being folded with re 
FIG. 5 is a sectional view illustrating the relationship spect to the wall from which. it extends to occupy 

between the locking ?aps and the articles within the a plane angularly related to said wall; 
carrier. ' (d) a strap bridging each of said openings in said ?aps 

Referring now to the drawing, more particularly ~ and extending from a?rst terminal fold line located 
FIGS. 2 through 5 there is shown a carrier, generally 45 in each said top and bottom wall to a second termi 
designated 10, formed from a properly scored and cut , nal fold line located in each respective flap; 
paperboard blank 11 illustrated in FIG. 1. (e) each of said straps having an intermediate fold line 
The carrier is especially intended for packaging of defining a tab foldable into generally normal rela 

cylindrical articles, such as glass tninbers T shown in tionship with respect to the remainder of said strap; 
FIGS. 4 and 5. ' 50 (f) said remainder of said strap being folded against 
The carrierlhas a top wall 12, a bottom wall 14 and a the inner surface of each respective top and bottom 

pair of side walls 15 and '16 hingedly interconnected Wall with said tab being positioned generally nor 
along fold lines 17. The bottom wall 14 has a glue ?ap mal to said respective top and bottom wall. 
18 foldably attached thereto along a fold line 19. 2. A carrier as de?ned in claim 1, wherein said first 
The glue ?ap 19 is adhesively or otherwise secured to 55 terminal fold line is spaced from said locking flap. 

a marginal area of the side wall 15 thereby forming a 3. A carrier as‘ de?ned in claim 1, wherein said first 
sleeve open at its ends. . terminal fold line is spaced from said end edge of said 
Locking ?aps 20 are foldably attached to the end wall. 

edges of the top wall 12 by fold lines 21, while similar * * ‘t * * 
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